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Children's Scrutiny Panel
Dear Member,
You are invited to attend the meeting of the Children's Scrutiny Panel to be held as
follows for the transaction of the business indicated.
David Wilcock
Monitoring Officer
DATE:

Thursday, 30 September 2021

TIME:

6.00 pm

VENUE:

The Salford Suite, Salford Civic Centre, Chorley Road, Swinton

In accordance with ‘The Openness of Local Government Bodies Regulations
2014,’ the press and public have the right to film, video, photograph or record
this meeting.
AGENDA
IMPORTANT GUIDANCE FOR MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
ATTENDING FACE TO FACE COUNCIL MEETINGS FROM 1ST
SEPTEMBER 2021.
1

Apologies for Absence

2

Declarations of interest

3

Minutes of the previous meeting

(Pages 1 - 4)

(Pages 5 - 10)

Minutes of the meeting held on 14 th July 2021.
4

NEET Reduction Strategy

(Pages 11 - 22)

Sarah Scanlan – Head of Participation (14-19)
5

Standing item - Update from members attending the Corporate
Parenting Panel

6

The Work Programme and Membership

7

Any Other business

8

Date, time and business for next meeting

(Pages 23 - 26)

Wednesday 13 October at 6pm (5.30pm for members of the panel)

Contact Officer:

Tel No:

0161 793 2811

Liz Wright

E-Mail:

liz.wright@salford.gov.uk

Agenda Annex
Return to face to face meetings in The Salford Suite at the Civic
Centre from 1 st September 2021
It is planned to return to face to face meetings in The Salford Suite in the Old Town
Hall Building at the Civic Centre from Wednesday 1st September 2021.
The Salford Suite is the only available room that is large enough to hold meetings
and still comply with social distancing and Covid safe guidelines, as advised by
Public Health.
Everyone involved has worked hard to ensure that the transfer of face to face
meetings to the Salford Suite will be held in a COVID-19 secure environment. Your
safety is our upmost priority, whilst also supporting transparency, accountability and
effective decision making.
This briefing note outlines the arrangements in place and the guidelines that we are
all asked to adhere to ensure everyone is kept safe and the city council’s decision
making remains legally compliant.
1. General guidelines for meetings
a. It should be possible to hold most of the decision making meetings back in the
Salford Suite but it will not be possible to hold the meetings of the Council,
the Health and Wellbeing Board, Licensing and Safety Regulatory Panel
(taxis) and Planning and Transportation Regulatory Panel, due to the number
of people required to attend and so they will remain at 100 Embankment for the
foreseeable future. There may also be times, when the date and times of
meetings clash, that one may need to move to 100 Embankment.
2. Using the Salford Suite for face to face meetings
It is very important, for everyone’s safety, that you only visit the Salford Suite when
attending meetings.
a. Where to enter the building
You must enter the building by the main front door of the Old Town Hall building.
You will need to be let into the building as a pass is required so an officer from
Democratic Services should be on hand to direct you safely to The Salford Suite.
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b. Areas of the building that are closed to people attending meetings
 Extensive rebuilding renovations are taking place in the Civic Centre so
access to rooms and space is very limited. Most of the building will remain
closed and many contractors will be working on site.
 Other members of the public are also using the building to access the
Registrars offices and the ceremony rooms and arrangements are in place for
them to do so safely, so there will be no access to the Registrars corridor
and the ceremony room’s corridor.
c. Toilets
 The toilets on the first floor on the committee room corridor must be used.
The Registrars corridor will not be open to members, officers and members of
the public attending meetings in The Salford Suite.
 The accessible toilet can be used on the Registrars corridor if required and an
officer from Democratic services will act as a marshal on the corridor so
members can use it. Please alert the clerk in attendance at the meeting on
the day.
3. Guidance for attending the meetings in a COVID-secure manner
a. Lateral flow testing and PCR tests
 A vital element of our COVID-secure plans is that everyone attending should
complete a COVID-19 lateral flow home tests three days before the
meeting and on the morning of the meeting. You can order or collect a home
testing kit by:
- Ordering a box of test kits to be delivered to your home
- Collecting a box of test kits from a local collection point


If you test positive before or on the day you were meant to attend the meeting
under no circumstances should you attend. If your lateral flow test is
positive you will then need to book a complementary PCR Test and follow
national guidance on self-isolating.



Despite all the COVID-secure measures we have put in place there remains a
residual risk and coronavirus can make anyone seriously ill. For some of you
the risk is higher, particularly if you are clinically extremely vulnerable or if
they are at significant risk or you have one or more health conditions as a
number of risk factors may interact as well as health conditions.



You may wish to take medical advice about your particular circumstances, if
either of the above applies to you before you make a decision about attending
face to face meetings.

b. Attending the meeting on the day in The Salford Suite
 Please arrive at least 20 minutes before the start of the meeting to allow for
controlled access to the building and meeting space.
 The meeting will be run in line with Government guidance, and using the
principle of ‘hands, face, space and fresh air’. You are asked to regularly
wash and sanitise your hands, wear a face covering unless you hold a
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medical exemption, and please maintain a social distance (1.5m) from others
at all times whilst attending meetings.
You may remove your mask when you are seated but please wear your face
covering when moving around the room or when on the corridor.
Movement around the meeting spaces will be kept to an absolute minimum
with pre-defined entrances and exits and restricted areas, as outlined above.

4. Meetings continuing at 100 Embankment
a. Lateral flow testing and PCR tests
The guidance listed under 3a above also applies at 100 Embankment.
b. Travelling to 100 Embankment
 There are a range of travel options to 100 Embankment, and full details can
be found at this link: https://embankmentmanchester.com/transport-options.
 It is a 4 minute walk from Manchester Victoria train and tram stations
 The Free Bus stops outside both Salford Central Station and 100
Embankment
 There is secure cycle storage and showers on site.
c. Parking at 100 Embankment
 There is onsite parking in the underground QPark (Deansgate North)
immediately below the building. Discounts are available for parking booked in
advance (https://www.q-park.co.uk/en-gb/cities/manchester/deansgatenorth/). Cleminson Street remains the closest Salford City Council parking.
 Taxi drop off is available immediately to the front door of the building.
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Agenda Item 3
Children’s Scrutiny Panel
14th July 2021
Meeting commenced: 6.00pm
Meeting ended: 7:50pm
Present:
Councillor Brocklehurst (in the chair)
Councillors:
Karen Garrido, Lewis Nelson, Hannah Robinson-Smith, Jake Rowland, Joan Walsh, Collette Weir.
Co-opted Members:
Dr Alex Klein
Officers:
Cathy Starbuck – Assistant Director Education and Skills
Liz Wright – Democratic Services (Clerk)
Members of the public:


One

1. Apologies for Absence
Apologies were received from Councillor Brooks, Councillor Leitner, Councillor Reynolds,
Councillor Wade, Councillor Walker, Dr Archer, Jacqui Morrissey and Judith Elderkin.
2. Declarations of interest
There were no declarations of interest.
3. Minutes of the previous meeting
 The minutes of the meeting held on 14 th April had been reviewed at the training and
development session on 9th June and were presented for formal approval.
 The notes from the training and development session had been circulated with the papers
for the meeting.
Resolved: That, the minutes of the meeting held on 14 th April 2021 were approved as a true
and correct record.
4. Matters arising from the minutes
4a. Membership issues:
 Concern was raised that there were still vacancies for the RC Diocese representative and
Free Church representative.
 The clerk would raise the vacancy again with the RC Diocese and it was also discussed
whether SACRE could help to find a Free Church representative.
4b. Training and Development notes:
 A member asked what the transition policy referred to. It was confirmed that this was this
was work undertaken by the Assistant Director for Public Health, Nursing and Wellbeing
Children’s Scrutiny Panel 14.07.21
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(Debbie Blackburn) focused on the transition of children to adulthood and their access to
mental health services.
A member asked if the transition policy also included the transition for children to adulthood
for work, training and education. It was confirmed it did not but that this was covered by the
NEET (Not in Education Employment and Training) Strategy.

Resolved: That, the Children’s Scrutiny Panel requested that the clerk raise the Roman
Catholic schools representative with Salford RC Diocese again and SACRE be approached to
see if they could help with the Free Church representative.
5. Salford’s Education Recovery Plan
The Assistant Director of Education and Skills (Cathy Starbuck) introduced the report and
highlighted the following.
 The update report presented at the January 2021 meeting was also circulated with the
report.
 The plan was a live document and headteacher were continually reviewing and updating it.
There was a working group that was regularly reviewing it and the membership of the group
included Headteacher representative from all types and phases of schools as well.
 The focus of the recovery would be on the curriculum
 The Curriculum:
o The primary schools would receive £26,000 catch-up funding.
o Some additional funding was available for some schools for summer schools and for
tuition (1 to 1 or in group).
o Many schools were using some of their own staff for tutoring as some of the vulnerable
children needed the consistency and familiarity of people they knew.
o Some schools were buying in the tuition from private providers. Paragraph 2 and 3 of
the report provided more details.
o Further funding was expected next term.
 Attendance:
o The Local Authority (LA) continued to track pupil attendance in detail and the DfE portal
allowed for national and Greater Manchester (GM) comparisons.
o At the time of publication of the report attendance was at the same level as it had been
in Spring 2021 as the number of cases continued to rise.
o The LA multi-agency approach to supporting attendance and schools had reported a
strengthening of relationships with families with the many families during the pandemic.
o Home learning had been developed and all isolating children were being supported by
their schools while they had to stay at home.
o Services were adapting to supporting schools.
o Most schools were providing summer schools.
 The Education Recovery Plan Document:
o The plan was a three year strategy and outlined the key actions with measurable
outcomes.
o A working group was monitoring the plan and the plan would be adapted to respond to
changes and need.
The Chair invited questions and comments from the members.




A member asked if there had been an increased need for alternative provision. It was
reported there had been vast reduction in exclusions, including when the schools had reopened and schools had used a trauma based approach. The recovery plan included an
inclusion strategy based on emotionally friendly schools.
A member asked if the number of managed moves had increased. It was reported that
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these had reduced in use and could be very disruptive to a child.
 A member asked if there had been an increase in non-Covid related staff sickness
absence. It was confirmed that there had been no significant increase in staff sickness
absence the staff had been very supportive to each other. The LA had also been very
proactive using a health and wellbeing approach.
 A member asked what Salford’s approach to bubbles would be in the future. It was
reported that the national guidance had just been relaxed on bubbles and the LA would
follow this. From 16th August under 18s would not be isolating on contact but if there was
an outbreak of Covid the outbreak management plan would be put into action.
 A member asked if there was a specific strategy to support children who had not engaged
with home learning. In terms of vulnerable children, some had thrived but some children
who had previously not been expected to struggle had been adversely impacted. Some
families who were struggling due to the impact of Covid would not have been those
expected to struggle in the past. Schools had adopted a quality first approach and so were
reviewing the curriculum to ensure it was informed by the children’s actual understanding.
 A member asked about how the relationships between families and schools had been
strengthened and especially in regard to mental health, summer schools and specialist
therapy services. It was reported that a Team Around the School approach had been
adopted, with schools supporting families with access to benefits advice, food banks,
housing support. School Co-ordinators were being used across the city to support and
develop this approach. The holiday activity scheme that was held each year was supported
by the community committees. There was extra funding available this year with fun
activities, physical activities and with food and meals included. The summer schools were
aimed at Year 6 and 7 in schools and most secondary schools were running them. This
was very important especially in light of the cancelation of the traditional transition activities
in schools due to Covid. Special schools had been supported by multi-agency partners and
all children with Education and Health Care Plans (EHCPs) had been supported.
 A member asked about the access to specialist services during the pandemic. It was
explained that schools had had to balance minimising contact (as had been required due to
Covid) and the need for access to specialist teachers. This had been carefully risk
assessed to ensure decisions were not to detriment of the young people involved.
 A member asked how schools had dealt with the variety in family circumstances. It was
explained how schools had adapted to the changing circumstances and examples were
given where some schools had carried out Covid safe home visits if required and had held
meetings with parents online and over the phone. Some schools had done Storytime over
the phone with some families as this was the best way for them to access it.
 A member asked about how schools had dealt with racism in the current climate,
particularly following the Euros final. The information was not available at the meeting to be
able to answer this so the information would be provided to the members following the
meeting.
 A member commented that the report was a very good report and very well presented.
 A member expressed their concern that speech and language development had been
negatively affected by children not socialising during the pandemic and especially for
vulnerable children who may have been isolated from interaction. They commended the
excellent work of all the staff involved and asked if volunteer helpers would be able to
support schools. They also asked why there had been particular problems with PE, music
and computers. It was explained that some schools had struggled where they had based
their approach to IT on having an IT suite, where the schools that had invested in portable
devices had been able to use a more flexible approach that suited the circumstances better.
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In terms of support, schools had looked forensically at the support required by each child.
Speech and language support had continued through the pandemic and it was a key focus
of the recovery plan.
A member had asked what the LA’s pre-school offer had been such as baby and toddler
classes and if services now back to how they had been pre-Covid as during the pandemic
they had had to be centralised. It was reported that during the lockdowns support and
services were available via the website and online remotely. In terms of the current
situation, it was agreed to provide a more detailed update for members.
A member asked about the summer school provision and it was explained that schools
were suing different approaches but most were focusing on the vulnerable children first
and this was also an advantage for the schools where the children were transitioning to
year 7 as it gave the schools and opportunity to get to know these pupils as well.
A member was concerned that they had heard reports in their ward that nursery numbers
were low. It was confirmed that this was not the case across the city and may just be due
to a low birth rate in their area.
A member asked about support from the Trove programme. It was reported that there had
been 33 schools involved in the programme from its launch and they were supporting
schools not currently in the programme but it was being rolled out to all schools over time to
ensure there was an offer in every school.
A member asked if there had been any restrictions on tuition and it was reported that there
had been restrictions when it was first implemented, for examples restrictions on who could
provide tuition and where services had to be bought from but this had now been broadened
giving schools much more flexibility, including being able to use their own staff.
A member asked if Education Welfare Officers had been using fines for non-attendance. It
was reported that some fines had been used as a very last resort. Extensive support had
been provided to families due to the pandemic and because of Covid anxiety but once all
the support had been exhausted with some families a very small number pf fines had had to
be issued.

The Chair thanked the Assistant Director of Education and Skills (Cathy Starbuck) for the
report and asked for the thanks of the panel to be passed to the School Improvement Service
and Governor Services for their support to schools during the last very challenging 15 months.
Resolved: That, the Children’s Scrutiny Panel
a. accept and note the report.
b. requested that updates the following issues raised would be provided to members:
o how schools had dealt with any recent racist incidents.
o the LA’s current pre-school offer.
6. Standing item - Update from members attending the Corporate Parenting Panel



It had been previously agreed that this item would be a standing item for feedback of nonconfidential items from the Corporate Parenting Panel (CPP).
Some members had attended the Development Day Policy Forum on 18 th July and the Chair
invited comments and questions from members and the following were raised.
o A member asked if the CPP scrutinised the placements to providers outside the city. It
was confirmed that the panel did and the School’s Forum regularly examined the High
Needs Block (HNB) budget, from which placements outside the city were funded. A
new free school would be built in Salford and it would be a new special primary school
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and it would ensure more Salford children with special needs could be taught within the
city.
o The Vice Chair gave an update on the CPP including the Fighting For Change Panel.
o A member asked about the funding for specialist services and was guided to raise the
questions when the quarterly budget report was presented to the panel.
The Chair thanked the members for their contributions.
7. The Work Programme and Membership
7a. The Work Programme












The training and development session on 9 th June had focused on priorities for this year and
the Children’s Services Senior Leadership Team (SLT) had highlighted their priorities.
A Survey Monkey survey had been circulated to the members to ask for their preferences
and priorities for the key topics for the work programme and this had been shared with the
papers for the meeting.
Panel members suggested that The NEET Reduction Strategy be brought to the panel in
September and asked if the Mental Health and Education Recovery in schools be brought
forward to September for the benefits of the new members on the panel and it was
confirmed that this could be a possibility.
It was agreed that the draft work programme would be presented to the SLT following this
meeting to confirm if suggested dates were appropriate and then would be circulated to the
Chair and Vice Chair and could be finalised and agreed at the next meeting with the Lead
Member for Children’s and Young People’s Services.
A member asked about whether an update on the obesity strategy could be included and it
was agreed that the previous obesity report and dental health report be shared with
members.
There was a discussion about the GM agenda for children’s services and it was requested if
a GM perspective could be added to the Route 29 report.
The members had a discussion to plan reviews for the year. New members were updated
about the Scoping document that had been agreed for a review on mental health services
and it was agreed that this would be circulated to all members as a reminder so that a
decision could be taken as to whether or not to proceed with this as a review.

7b. Membership
The membership was already discussed under Item 4a above.
Resolved: That, the Children’s Scrutiny Panel agreed that:
a. the draft work programme (including the suggestions outlined above) be presented to the
SLT to check the dates for reports match with the officers work programme.
b. the clerk would circulate the scoping document for the review into children’s mental
heath and the previous obesity report and dental health report to all members.
8. Any Other business (AOB)
There were no items of AOB.
9. Date, time and business for next meeting
Wednesday 8th September 2021 at 6pm (5:30pm briefing for members).
Children’s Scrutiny Panel 14.07.21
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Salford NEET Reduction Strategy
Agenda Item 4

Wednesday 8th September 2021

Local Authority statutory duties
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Preventing young people who are currently moving through the education system from becoming NEET
and to ensure there is a suitable place secured in education or training for all 16 and 17-year-olds, under the
September Guarantee.
building their employability skills;
the creation of pathways from school to further and higher education;
career advice and guidance;
the creation of learning opportunities designed for the NEET cohort such as apprenticeships or
traineeships, basic skills programmes;
enhancing support infrastructures for young people with social and health issues;
increasing individualised support for those most vulnerable; and volunteering and intermediate labour
markets.
Manage or reduce the size of the existing NEET population through a range of engagement and transition
support strategies.
Work with partners to develop indicators that shows a young person is at risk of becoming NEET
(RONIs)
Effective monitoring of destinations and maintaining contact with individuals after they have left
education, which is a key element in reducing the number of post-16 unknown destinations for young
people in the area.
Once identified those at risk of NEET or who are NEET, they must engage and provide personalised
programmes of support, with action planning well-documented as a key feature of the approach and the
means to individualise the support for those with higher or more complex barriers and disadvantaged
groups.

NEET in Salford
2021
NEET % NEET
figure

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March

7.2
7.3
7.5
7.9
8.6
23.5
7.7
6.6
6.1
6.1
6.2
6.1

6.4
6.4
6.4
5.9
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Month

2020
NEET %
NEET
figure
336
340
349
372
401
1149
375
319
296
295
300
299

317
332
326
339

NEET Reduction Strategy: Progress since April 2019 and
further developments from 2021
Theme 1: identifying young people at risk of becoming NEET
✓ Design and implementation of a ‘Post 16 Transition Policy’.
✓ Greater focus on young people competing alternative provision and supporting their
transition into mainstream post 16 provision.
•
•
•
•
•
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2021+

Post 16 Transition Policy needs to be embedded further with a focus on embedding the
themes of the policy, along with the revised RONI process.
Invest further in summer provision for school leavers and Risk of NEET cohort
Invest in additional Transition Mentor resource to support more identified groups within both
mainstream and alternative settings.
Earlier links between schools, AP settings and post-16 providers.
Active tracking of RON cohort will be monthly between September and December each year
and then move to quarterly to assess NEET rates, reasons for increases/decreases and a
general overview of destinations.

Challenges:
➢ Capacity of schools to embed the process and develop closer link with partners
➢ Consistent funding for transition support and summer provision

Theme 2: Supporting the transition of young people
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✓ The DfE APIF project has supported some of our most vulnerable young people at risk of
becoming NEET by providing intensive mentoring and allowed us a test and learn
approach
✓ Connexions are embedded in college, supporting young people at risk of dropping out
early.
✓ Increased the summer offer , including new summer 2021 bike maintenance, beauty and
wellbeing programmes
✓ Additional support for the Elective Home Education cohort at Worsley College where a pilot
programme has begun to provide functional skills during Yr 11.
✓ College have also invested in greater communications between the secondary schools and
have met with some headteachers to discuss further ways they can work closer to support
vulnerable students.
2021+
• Supporting more college leavers with no onward destination data
• The local authority will continue to work with schools to ensure there is a comparable
summer offer from the school to aid transition during the long summer break, especially for
those who are at risk of becoming NEET.
• Explore Career Connect’s ‘Feeling Good Functioning Well’ tool that develops confidence
and resilience and could imbue the RON cohort with some of the key skills to make
effective transitions.
Challenges:
➢ Getting timely data from providers when young people complete with no onward
destination
➢ Funding for additional engagement provision over summer

Theme 3: Improving the support offered to young people who are NEET.
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✓ Working with GMCA to put the tracking processes back in, which will see the Yr 14 cohort
tracked.
✓ ‘#FindMyFuture’ created with signposting resources for young people, parents, services
and partners.
✓ Job Centre Plus and DWP staff are now more integrated into the local networks and are
working closely to make new referrals and develop the new ‘Youth Hub’ model
(#FindMyFuture hub)
✓ Developed a ‘Redundancy Apprenticeship Fund’ which has supported some redundant
apprentices to get back into work with new employers to complete their qualification.
2021+
•
•
•

#FindMyFuture hub (physical and virtual) which will further strengthen links between partners
and deliver a range of ‘youth offers’ for 16 -24-year-olds.
DWP increased investment in Youth Work Coaches with partner support to identify and
engage with more young people to support them into suitable, meaningful and sustainable
employment.
Greater collaboration between providers to create more seamless pathways

Challenges:
➢ Data sharing processes to support tracking
➢ Capacity to drive the #FindMyFuture‘hub’ model
➢ Funding criteria can hinder what support is offered i.e. payment by results

Theme 4: Improving access to mental health support for young people who
are NEET.
• New services created through the local authority emotional health and wellbeing
board.
• Connexions mental health lead provides the NEET young person voice at a
strategic and planning level
• Colleges have also put greater resource into pastoral functions and will continue
to invest in this area to mitigate the impact.
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2021+
• The EHWB and partners are investing in further development areas inc. Post 16
• Continuing to capture mental health characteristics in a coherent way across
partners/providers
Challenges:
➢ Scale of support required for young people is increasing due to COVID
➢ Shift from children to adult services for support
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Theme 5: Enhancing and developing the post-16 education and training offer
• The local authority has developed and maintained the provider network which supports the
NEET cohort
• The Build Salford consortium of employers has continued to expand the programmes
• Salford City College has developed new provision e.g. Passport to Construction.
• The college have also co-funded the extension of the Transition Mentor role for the AP
cohort
• GMCA ‘Supported Apprenticeship’ delivery model to specifically work with AP young people
and those completing internships, providing another ‘test and learn’ approach.
• New government schemes will provide an opportunity to engage further with the business
community

2021+
• Supporting partners and training providers to work more collaboratively and avoid ‘cliff edges’
• Invest in more re-engagement/ pre-traineeship/PDO provision across all parts of the city.
• Further investment in the transition mentor supporting the clear messaging about the
alternative and viable pathways
Challenges:
➢ Much of the provision is ‘mainstream’, we need alternative provision pathway
investment
➢ Securing skilled mentoring staff

Theme 6: Creating more meaningful employment opportunities and encounters for young people,
including those with more complex needs and barriers.
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✓ The Enterprise Adviser Network is up and running in all Salford secondary schools and Salford City
College, and some focus is now on supporting some AP settings
✓ The new Supported Apprenticeship model will work closely with specific employers to develop a new
model and then be rolled out to other strategically aligned employers as part of the expansion of this.
✓ Industry employers have been involved in the bike maintenance transition programmes and stronger links
are now being created to align this activity with government schemes to develop this pathway further.
✓ The #FindMyFuture branding is being developed to include an ‘Employer Ask’, which will allow young
people to virtually ‘meet’ businesses and explore job roles, industries and specific opportunities.
✓ Kickstart scheme for six month paid placements for Universal Credit claimants and additional grant funding
linked to new apprenticeship and traineeship opportunities
✓ GM Youth Guarantee aims aligned to NEET Reduction Strategy .
2021+
• More engagement and support from employers with transition (such as partnership-delivered summer
programmes) can improve outcomes at transition points.
• Young people who are already in an alternative provision at school need a wider range of post 16 offers
such as internships and Build Salford
Challenges:
➢ Increasing the number of like-minded employers to create opportunities – closer links to Social
value/procurement commitments
➢ Securing ongoing funding for re-engagement provision
➢ Ring-fencing opportunities for those who need it most

Reducing NEET - what works
Alternative Provision Innovation Fund - £188k (2 yrs – completed August 2020)
NEET prevention saving: 2 years x £392k = £784k

Supported Apprenticeships - £44k (16 months until Dec 2021)
NEET Prevention saving:
Cost benefit to date - £288k
Potential cost benefit - £360k per annum (based on 10 YP each year – 50%)
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Build Salford – running annual programmes since 2015
Social Value contribution during 2021 programmes - £1million+

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Ongoing transition support, inc. regular reviews
Increased information sharing
Enhanced preparation and onboarding inc. re-engagement activities
Bespoke functional skills support
Like-minded employers to create opportunities
Amended recruitment practices
Increased support for employers and providers, inc. training packages
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Thank you

Sarah.Scanlan@salford.gov.uk
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Children’s Scrutiny Panel
Work Programme and Recommendations 2021-22
SCHEDULE OF COMMITTEE DATES & AGENDA ITEMS
Date

Topic/Action

Responsible officer (s)



GCSEs, testing and assessment 2021 – an update on the requirements for
schools and how schools are approaching this.

Cathy Starbuck

9 June 2021




Business planning/Work programme development
The GM agenda and how this affects the Children’s Services.

Charlotte Ramsden
Strategic Director - People

14 July 2021






Children’s Dental Health
Education Recovery Update
Business and work programme planning
Standard item: Corporate Parenting meeting feedback from member(s) in
attendance – Feedback from development day (review of CP) held on 8th
July and the LGA CP Forum.

8 September 2021





NEET Reduction Strategy
Budget monitoring (quarterly item)
Standard item: Corporate Parenting meeting feedback from member(s) in
attendance.

Sarah Scanlan
Chris Mee

13 October 2021






Mental Health and Schools
Childhood obesity strategy update
Budget Monitoring (quarterly item) – re-scheduled from September
Standard item: Corporate Parenting meeting feedback from member(s) in
attendance.

Debbie Blackburn
Debbie Blackburn
Chris Mee

10 November 2021




Early Help and SEND
Standard item: Corporate Parenting meeting feedback from member(s) in
attendance.

Rebecca Bibby and
Geoff Catterall
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14 April 2021

Cathy Starbuck

Agenda Item 6

8 December 2021



Route 29




Budget monitoring (quarterly item)
Standard item: Corporate Parenting meeting feedback from member(s) in
attendance.
Transition policies (children’s to adult health services)
Standard item: Corporate Parenting meeting feedback from member(s) in
attendance.

Zoe Fearon and
Sayma Khan
Chris Mee
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12 January 2022




9 February 2022





Inclusion Strategy and Extension of the Virtual School Headteacher Duties
Childhood Obesity data update
Standard item: Corporate Parenting meeting feedback from member(s) in
attendance.

Cathy Starbuck and
Johnson
Debbie Blackburn

9 March 2022



Bridge Transformation




Service Group Budgets
Standard item: Corporate Parenting meeting feedback from member(s) in
attendance.

Rebecca Bibby and
Zoe Fearon
Chris Mee




Team Around the School
Annual report from Corporate Parenting Group



Risky Behaviours
Regular monitoring reports

13 April 2022

Debbie Blackburn

Sue

Rebecca Bibby
Rebekah Tucker

New Municipal year
11th May 2022





Service Group Budgets (quarterly - Chris Mee/Dave Cope)
Updates from the Corporate Parenting Board (12 monthly – Rebekah Tucker)
Service Group priorities (annually)
School Performance Data (annually - Cathy Starbuck)
Topics in abeyance

Last updated 31.08.21
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Children’s Dental Health
Children’s Obesity
The GM agenda and how this affects the CS
Reviews
Accessing Children’s and Young People’s Mental Health Services (deferred)
Review of Route 29

Title of Report

RECOMMENDATIONS TRACKER
Date of submissions and responses
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Children in Need
Integrated Looked after Children
Early Intervention
Children’s Safeguarding
Integrated Youth Support including Youth Offender Service
Complex Needs Inclusion
Complex Needs SEN
School Provider Arm
Starting Life Well
Transforming Learning
Skills and Work
Primary School Place Planning programmes
Partnerships and Commissioning (including the Children and Young
People’s Trust)
To scrutinise the council’s business plan and budget in this functional
area.

Responsible Lead Member/officer

Membership – 12 Members (10 Lab 2 Con)

Portfolio of the Board:














Councillor Edwards

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Cllr A Brocklehurst (Chair)
Cllr J Brooks
Councillor K Garrido
Councillor A Leitner
Cllr L Nelson
Cllr N Reynolds
Cllr Robinson-Smith
Cllr Rowland
Cllr M Wade
Cllr R Walker
Cllr Joan Walsh (Vice Chair)
Cllr C Weir

Voting representatives:
 One Church of England Diocesan
representative – Dr Keith Archer
 One Roman Catholic Diocesan
representative – vacant
 One representative from the Free
Churches – vacant
 One representative from the
Jewish faith – Alex Klein
 Two parent-governor
representatives - Yolanda Amana
Ghola
Co-opted Members – non voting
Ms Jacqui Morrissey
Mrs Judith Elderkin

Lead member: Councillor Jim Cammell (Exec Support Cllr John Walsh)
Key Officers: Charlotte Ramsden, Cathy Starbuck, Zoe Fearon, Debbie
Blackburn, Beck Bibby)

Last updated 31.08.21
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